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“Ideas are one thing and what happens is another.”

—John Cage



Introduction

I believe there is certain freedom in performance and composition in not knowing exactly 

why and how a musical decision is made. This is how I began as an artist and a musician

—believing that there are layers upon layers of undiscovered territories, pieces that I had 

yet to write, hours upon days upon weeks upon years of experimentation and uncovering.  

Modification, tinkering, and layering have always been a part of my practice; whether 

sculptural, spatial, experiential, or musical design, adjusting and refining technology is 

always present. In order to obtain desired results in a piece I am writing or designing, I 

document each performance to study improvisational decisions I have made throughout 

the piece. Such a document has its own identity and shares a multitude of modes and 

functions to mimic memory, supplying a physical medium of “solid proof,” archiving 

emotion with music, film, literature, data, or other media, and by circulating an event as a 

commodity or simply to inspire and propagate creativity. 

In various compositions I have used several recording devices to uncover new 

techniques in an evolving artifice, from something as simple as a cassette boombox to the 

complex thirty-two channel Pro Tools HD system. I feel that recording machines can be 

used as musical instruments, an extension beyond the technology of the record button. 

The recording device can suggest a new creative goal similarly to other various musical 

instruments. I often perceive the recording device as a living presence, as an additional 

performer and as an invisible audience. I feel its role(s) influence my decisions during a 

performance providing a more clear self-referencing perspective, similar to how 

musicians listen to each other while performing.  Furthermore, modifying a recording 

becomes part of my artifice and can also lead to creating a completely different 
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composition than the original documented performance. My journey, although still and 

always in progress, has conjured various iterations and has shaped a new compositional 

practice I call “Non-strategic Strategies,” an evaluation of subconscious composition, 

invisible rules, and guidelines I had no idea were being articulated, all while affecting my 

works and offering new ideas. 

“Non-strategic Strategies” is a practice I believe is shared in some form by all 

creative thinkers and artists. I believe there are aspects of creativity that are not always on 

the surface, ideas and concepts that our subconscious taps into during the compositional 

process.  However, my intention with this concept is to further analyze these 

subconscious decisions by reviewing recordings and highlighting performances that 

please me. This strengthens my writing capabilities far more than traditional methods of 

composing.  Many composers write by using modern staff notation, making decisions by 

playing an instrument and pausing to make changes as they move through a piece. I write 

by playing without pausing, recording an entire performance, imagining the piece in a 

conclusive state, and then review the recording and mark ideas I would like to re-

articulate.  

In an improvised performance, the recording device is a strategic element; it is 

there as a conscious decision. However, I use it to capture and uncover something further 

internal, perhaps more visceral and compelling. Another way to look at this concept is 

that, in the studio, the recording device poses as an invisible performer; it ‘remembers’ as 

it captures by storing audio to be heard later. On the stage, the recording device poses as a 

type of conductor, a guide reminding me that something is listening outside of myself, 

influencing forthcoming decisions, my overall performance, by promoting underlying 
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decisions and helping me listen to the performance as if I am my own audience. It makes 

listening a central part of the performance. What occurs during a recording is unscripted, 

improvised, and non-strategic. Combining them together is something I’ve incorporated 

in nearly every piece I’ve ever written.  However, that process has evolved, and today I 

analyze the practice with the intention of uncovering something even more extensive and 

systematic, something that may teach myself and others about how to listen while 

performing, making listening as part of the performance, and how it may influence 

conscious decisions in future performances.

I. I Was A Poet and Had No Idea

During the fall of 2013, I had the opportunity to interview Pauline Oliveros for a 

research paper on Deep Listening to discuss the new Deep Listening Band release 

"Dunrobin Sonic Gems,”  a recording I had the amazing experience of contributing to 1

and of being present during its creation. During a webcam interview, we talked about our 

ideas and interests in listening and about our own artistic paths. It didn’t take long to find 

that we had many similarities in not only our personal narratives, but also in our 

enthusiasm for evolving technology. Pauline told me the story about her mother giving 

her a recording device as a child, and I told her about my own various devices growing 

up. We began discussing our first musical instrument of choice and love. I assumed that 

her instrument was the accordion or perhaps the piano, and she assumed that mine might 

be the piano as well. But these assumptions were both wrong! Her instrument was her 

 Deep Listening Band (2014),  Dunrobin Sonic Gems, Deep Listening Institute – DL 47-2014.1
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ears and mine was the recording device. I learned that we implement these instruments 

similarly in our artifices. 

My love for the record button started as a ten-year old kid.  My first device was 

my stepfather's SONY CFS-65 Stereo Cassette-Corder,  which had the allure of a ‘magic’ 2

record button. I had just started taking piano lessons and found myself endlessly 

struggling with reading music and applying it to a musical instrument. I had an idea to 

start recording myself playing the piano as I would practice, which influenced me to feel 

as if someone, other than myself, was listening, evaluating and critiquing. This process 

soon changed into me playing for the recording, instead of trying to improve my lesson, I 

was playing more freely while recording my performances as if there were another pair of 

ears in the room. This segued into a much more complex education than just learning 

how to play the piano. Recording become a new skill, which led to new experiments. 

While improving the recordings, I was also improving my performances.

I remember when my mother came home from work early and found me 

pounding away on the family upright cherrywood Kimball while recording with my 

stepfather’s boombox. When she saw what I had concocted, she almost lost her mind!  I 

had constructed my first custom built instrument, the "Koss Boss Microphone.” I wasn’t 

satisfied with the internal boombox microphone and remembered learning that 

headphones can be turned into microphones if they were plugged into a microphone 

input. I had broken the headpiece of a pair of Koss headphones in half, separated the 

wires, dropped one headphone cup down into the top of the Kimball, removed the shade 

 Franz Scharner/radiomuseum.org, Sony; Tokyo: FM AM LW SW Stereo Cassette-Corder CFS-65L, (22 2

December 2002), <http://www.radiomuseum.org/r/
sony_fm_am_lw_sw_stereo_cassette_corder_cfs_65l.html> (26 April 2015). 
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and light bulb from a lamp and taped the other headphone cup to the top of the lamp. I 

then tipped the lamp on its side and placed it up on the closed piano lid, pushed the 

record button and started playing and singing. Later that evening, after being caught and 

grounded, my stepdad came to my room and said, "Your mother told me what you did... 

so let's hear those tapes!”

This experiment as a child transitioned into many other different types of 

experiments with recording over the years. I wasn’t yet aware of the principles of 

recording, the science involved,  and how convoluted the process can be when making a 

professional recording. However, I felt that it was beginning to strengthen my artistic 

abilities as an artist and musician. While the art of recording has always been a 

fascination of mine, there were times when I found myself tripping over other ideas and 

concepts while trying to record a musical instrument rather than just playing it. Other 

inquiries took place as I started to explore and develop these new techniques. 

Many years later and after many transitions as a musician, I found myself 

traveling and performing. In 2007, I was interviewed at KUNM in Albuquerque and was 

asked two very important and new questions: “What is the purpose of always recording 

your performances, and have you thought about other places to record other than a studio 

or a stage?” I remember generically replying, “Whoa—I had never thought about that 

before!” I think back to this interview quite often and feel this may have been the first 

time I became interested in the concept underlining “Non-strategic Strategies.” I wasn’t 

sure why the recording device was always present during a performance, which made me 

think about the random nonspecific decisions I would make when it was present; it was 

almost as if it was habitual. I felt challenged to investigate this phenomenon and started 
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to ponder alternative spaces to record a project. This became a new rule, to apply “why” 

and “where” to a project; why was I making certain decisions while recording, and where 

should I record a performance? 

In late 2009, I began to transition as a musician, artist and sound enthusiast. I 

wasn’t exactly sure of “why” or “where” with the many projects I was involved in, which 

left me feeling a bit lost and confused. After years of recording various albums, playing 

numerous shows around the country, and operating a collaborative studio and rehearsal 

space in Chicago, I felt exhausted and wanted to give up as a musician, something I have 

often grappled with throughout my life. I felt misplaced and wasn’t sure I could hear and 

feel the music I was performing anymore. I felt a need to do something undirected and to 

do it somewhere completely nonspecific; the “why” and the “where” had become 

arbitrary. 

The following January, I went on a four-week trip to Southern California to work 

on a project in the desert. When I arrived, it rained for two weeks straight. I recall that 

when the rain finally stopped, the desert topography resembled Ireland more than the 

Inland Empire. I laughed at how I travelled all the way from snowy Chicago with a 

variety of audio equipment to record a project in the desert only to sit in my rented 

townhouse and watch it rain. I almost felt as though the trip and experiment were a lost 

cause, that it was time to move on as an artist, and whether I had really anything left to 

give as a musician. As I reached the point of giving up, I started working on random 

projects, as if I were reaching for something unreachable. After the weather let up, I 

drove out to the Salton Sea to shoot photos and short films. I started to combine projects 

and to merge new works with older works including video, audio, music, writing, 
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performances, ideas, narratives, and theories. New concepts grew out of this process, 

very much like they did when I was younger. I felt my long-winded writer’s block was 

finally lifting and I felt compelled to further explore this artistic and compositional 

direction. 

Before the trip ended, I discovered the San Gorgonio Pass Wind Farm at the 

mouth of the Coachella Valley with various recording devices.  I had several cameras, a 

Zoom recorder, a laptop, microphones, and headphones. As I watched and explored the 

wind energy farm, I was mesmerized by the endless desert terrain covered with large 

white windmill structures that spread out as far as my eyes could see. These structures 

shifted every thought I had about energy, movement, and sound. I started to listen with 

my body and rather than trying to capture what I was observing with a device, I started to 

capture it within a mediation.  I really had no agenda and didn’t really know what I was 

doing there; however, I felt that was the point—I just kept listening. 

I took the recorded footage back to my rented townhouse and started manipulating 

it in different ways. I would speed up the footage, slow it down, play it forward and 

backwards, and listen for different frequencies in the swooshing sounds of the massive 

wind structures when I sat directly underneath them. I would listen over and over again to 

the hiss of I-10 off in the distance, watching the videos of winter storm clouds climbing 

up on top of the San Jacinto Mountains and then leave beautiful white caps the next day. I 

became obsessed with the nature and experience of these sounds and images. I remember 

realizing that at this time in my life, I wasn't "giving up" as a musician and composer; I 

was "growing up.” 
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I recalled the interview I had back at KUNM and started thinking about why I was 

recording in the desert. I was not aware, at the time, that I was trying to capture 

something different from a “plan”— there was no plan at all. I wasn’t trying to make a 

deadline, and I wasn’t trying to build a particular production. I was there only for the 

creativity, without expectation. This is a place where, I believe, I articulate my best work.

 Not long after my trip to the desert, I started to research various graduate 

programs on both the East and West coasts, requiring me to fly around the country. Even 

though I have flown quite extensively throughout my life, I had developed a fear of flying 

and never quite understood why. However, instead of letting myself become preoccupied 

and anxious while in flight, I would find a way to occupy my time by working on 

something creative. I began to write a lot of music and lose myself in the process. 

Eventually I accumulated numerous sound projects and realized that all of them were 

done while on a plane, almost as if I wouldn’t allow myself to work on them while on the 

ground.  I once again started to apply invisible rules I made for myself while composing. 

I later compiled and titled this project 36KFT.3

It was around this time I became more aware of my subconscious decision 

process while in a creative mode. I started asking myself if these rules were strategic or if 

they were unintentional. I started to wonder how much my subconscious was playing a 

role and the origin of these ideas. It felt as if they weren’t my ideas at all, as if they were 

coming from somewhere or from someone else. I became more involved with the process 

while flying, using different recording devices to record parts of the plane, for instance, 

the bathroom sink, the air vents, random conversations of passengers, etc. I remember 

 James Perley, “36KFT," (10 January 2010),  <https://vimeo.com/30954977> (30 March 2015).3
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once almost getting into trouble because my activity seemed suspicious to a flight 

attendant. I replied that I was working on a recording project; she told me to stay seated 

and eyeballed me for the rest of the flight.  While still in flight I started to use the 

different recordings that I had captured musically, rather than just as effect or underlining 

soundscapes. Drones of the engine were pitch shifted in the same key as the piano and 

marimba melodies that I performed on my laptop keyboard. Recorded conversations were 

looped, making rhythms and timbral textures. On a few of the flights I would reserve the 

window seat so that I could capture the moving terrain below with my camera phone and 

synch the music to video images. I figured this was far more rewarding than having 

anxiety attacks during turbulence periods while in flight. 36KFT was a new process for 

me in recording and composing by using the recordings as part of the composition. I had 

realized that this project had then become strategic, I was assembling it while only in the 

air. However, the idea originally came from a subconscious place, a decision made 

without strategy. When I became aware of these subconscious decisions, I began drafting 

and implementing new rules, which would influence more strategic decisions. Even 

though I was still unaware of the methodologies regarding “Non-strategic Strategies,” the 

idea of the concept was beginning to take shape.

II. A Collection of Recollections

When I first entered Mills College in the fall of 2013, I was a bit apprehensive 

about how and where to begin, as many of us were. I discovered the reputation of various 

composers who had studied, taught, and carried out residencies at Mills. When I applied, 

I did not realize the vast differences and ranges of experience I would discover, not only 
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in other composers, peers, faculty, and contemporary composers, but in myself as well. I 

wasn’t aiming to recreate ideas other composers had made; I was at Mills to reinforce my 

own ideas and extend investigations I had been working on for several years. At Mills, 

my works started to shift and transform into something far more advanced than I had 

anticipated. When I first arrived I was challenged by my conventional modes of 

composing, finding myself defaulting to more common time signatures and traditional 

chord progressions observed in modern popular music. I felt as though much of what I 

was producing prior to Mills was married to a grid of normative writing and that my new 

goal was to remove myself from these standardized methods.

The first piece I performed at Mills, Ellipsis,  was at a TNS gathering (Thursday 4

Night Special) during the fall semester of 2013. I remember feeling overly cautious about 

performing in front of other students at Mills, fearing it would be heard as heavily 

influenced by distinctive techniques used by various composers. Ellipsis was mostly 

influenced by Steve Reich’s compositional style, using repetition and layering with 

acoustical elements combined with my own electronic synths and rhythmic panning 

programmed in Max MSP. The title “Ellipsis” came to me after realizing I had taken a 

long break from composing something completely new. I performed it the only way I 

knew at the time, looping and layering individual performances on top of each other to 

create one strand of music, adding and subtracting recorded MIDI performances 

throughout and mixing all the elements live instead of in a studio. I later discussed this 

piece in Pauline Oliveros’ “Selected Issues in Composition” seminar, specifically 

 James Perley, “Ellipsis.” (10 October 2013), <https://soundcloud.com/theegosystem/ellipsis-live-at-mills-4

college> (30 March 2015).
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underlining my conventional modes of writing and exploring how to break them. We 

agreed that the piece was a bit stylized and familiar, however, Pauline suggested that I 

was on to something unique. I was applying “new rules” to my performing, mixing and 

editing in front of an audience, rather than in a studio, making listening as part of the 

performance. This may have been a non-strategic decision; but perhaps, I was, again, 

applying invisible rules for myself to follow.

This dialog would influence a piece I wrote later in the semester titled, Four Hour 

Philly.  While in my hotel the night before returning to San Francisco from working with 5

the Deep Listening Band in Dunrobin Canada, I realized I had an assignment due that 

Monday in Pauline’s seminar. I was nervous and unsure about what I was going to show 

the class, so I began recording various sounds with my Zoom recorder and iPhone, 

similar to the way I recorded sounds on the plane years before. That night I put my phone 

inside the hotel fridge and recorded an appealing harmonic that was coming from the 

compressor. I then began collecting various recorded sounds I had in my sound library on 

my computer. The next day, while stuck in Philadelphia International Airport for a four 

hour layover, I wrote a piece using grain delay and rhythmic panning from the sampled 

sounds. I then added random recordings from around the airport and, before boarding the 

plane to San Francisco, I played the piece through a bluetooth loudspeaker placed in my 

backpack as I walked through the terminal. It was as if I were on the plane again, years 

ago, nervous that I might seem suspicious and asked to stop what I was doing. It surely 

was an unusual experience. However, Four Hour Philly was my first conscious 

 James Perley, “Four Hour Philly,” (22 October 2013), <https://soundcloud.com/james-perl/four-hour-5

philly>, (6 April 2015).
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investigation in nontraditional modes of composing using random recordings of my 

surroundings and playing (performing) the piece in an unconventional venue. The 

concept of Four Hour Philly felt like a strategic investigation, though I was using 

methods I had learned from previous analyses, methods I felt were pertinent to this 

particular assignment. I felt I was becoming more conscious of compositional decisions. 

Through the spring semester of 2014, I further removed myself from the 

conventional grid and investigated ways in which I could incorporate computer music 

with acoustic instrumentation. In a practicum with Maggi Payne, I broached this same 

question; how to remove habitual methods and how to implement certain improvisations 

in my performances. Maggi and I shared sonic experiences, effective and alternative 

modes of performing, how to implement visual elements with sonically rendered 

environments, and also how video can play an important role in particular compositions. 

This led to various discussions with John Bischoff as well, helping to develop the ways in 

which I could combine these elements. 

CESS/POOL  was written for John Bischoff’s class concert for his Seminar in 6

Electronic Music Performance. I felt CESS/POOL was a personal investigation of 

recurrent methods I found in my own improvisational strategies. The piece performs a 

sustained G chord bending in and out of major and minor for an approximate duration of 

twelve minutes through a series of six electronic synth instruments. My inquiry was 

whether the key of G could be examined as a habitual and even as an obsessive mode of 

traditional composition. In this piece, I bend the G chord in and out of major and minor, 

 James Perley, “CESS/POOL,” (14 March 2014), <https://vimeo.com/91475492>, (30 March 2015).6
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fluctuating the mood, and employ the scales in a less conventional compositional 

structure. CESS/POOL avoids a steady strategic tempo. However, by altering the panning 

and modulation of synth instruments, arbitrary musical artifacts develop and result in 

rhythmic patterns that enter and exit throughout the piece. Even though there is a set 

duration for the performance, the piece evolves and changes every time it is performed.  

A visual projection of a little stint bird hunting for food in a polluted cesspool is added to 

the performance. Like the stint bird, I hunt for abstract audio occurrences in what at times 

can be observed as a sonically polluted cacophony.

As I began my second year at Mills, I shifted my focus to constructing customized 

controllers to operate electroacoustic instruments I had programmed in Max MSP. I feel 

that with any musical instrument, learning specific techniques and becoming more 

comfortable with the instrument is crucial, especially when delivering a performance.  I 

was interested in developing a specific controller that would allow me to play an 

instrument with more fluid movements, resulting in a similar concept as touch-pad 

controllers on various MIDI devices. I turned to gaming controllers and trackball mice 

and after settling on a specific design, I put together what I ended up calling 

“Gremlins,”—two green illuminated track-ball controllers programmed to control 

different parameters in a sampled instrument. At first, I felt using two controllers at once 

was counterproductive as the movements on each ball would interact with the other 

causing certain movements to cancel. I also found, while programming the trackballs to 

control x and y coordinates in a single patch, that I wasn’t able to articulate certain 

aimed-for gestures. After some adjustments and research on ways to operate each 

controller independently, I then discovered a way where one controller could operate 
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separate effects. This outcome allowed me to use the instrument much more interactively; 

instead of using the trackpad to effect certain parameters with just one finger; with the 

Gremlins, I was using my whole body as if I were “flying” a machine rather than just 

playing an instrument. Each time I would use the Gremlins, I would become more 

familiar with certain gestures, much like learning any musical instrument. 

The Gremlins were a more tactile approach to balancing strategic decisions with 

non-strategic outcomes. Within the instrument patch, certain hand gestures would result 

in familiar effects, causing me to return and repeat particular movements. However, 

within the patch, I implemented the idea of “probability” and “chance rate,” the process 

in which a variation of a sound occurs at different times when a gesture is articulated. For 

example, when I would move both Gremlins to the upper left, often times it would alter 

the pitch and transposition; but at random moments each controller may operate a 

different parameter, such as speed, or amplitude resulting in a much different sound than I 

had anticipated. 

 The first time I used the Gremlins was in a performance at The Center for New 

Music in San Francisco in piece titled, RATTLE.  In this piece, I combined older 7

compositional methods with new more advanced methods. I reintroduced older and more 

traditional recordings and used them as samples. I would control the layered samples 

using granular synthesis playing them back at different speeds, volumes, and scales. I 

started to become more comfortable with using the Ableton Push  as a way to trigger 8

 James Perley, “RATTLE,” (10 November 2014),  <https://soundcloud.com/james-perl/rattle> (30 March 7

2015).

 Ableton, Music Software, Music Equipment Manufacturer, “Ableton Push Controller” (1 November 8

2012),  <https://www.ableton.com/en/push/> (26 April 2015).
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certain samples and control the overall mix of the performance.  RATTLE was another 

step toward exploring “Non-Strategic Strategies” by controlling older performance 

recordings with newly discovered techniques, all while controlling the shape of the 

sounds with the Gremlins and Push controller, thus resulting in unexpected 

improvisations. Like many of my other compositions, RATTLE would be a different piece 

every time it was performed. 

While I became more familiar with tangible controllers, I started to explore and 

reinvestigate previous fine art practices. Besides my fascination in recording 

technologies, I have also had an admiration for wireless technologies. I began examining 

wireless devices and how they can be implemented in both musical and installation 

works. Cyclic Transfer  is an installation that analyzes compiled artifacts that occur when 9

transferring Saint-Saëns’ Symphony No. 3, Opus 78 over various released recording 

formats. The transfers are performed in chronological order of their commercial release, 

starting with the record player. The vinyl format is recorded (transferred) onto audio 

cassette and then burned to CD. The digital file is converted to MP3 and then uploaded to 

the web to be streamed. To amplify digital artifacts, the final MP3 stereo file is played 

against the earlier CD recording, isolating the conversion artifacts by reversing the wave 

polarity of the MP3. To close the “cyclic loop,” the streaming audio is then channeled 

through an FM transmitter, which is received by a vintage clock radio. Saint-Saëns’ 

Symphony No. 3 is also known for its “cyclic form,” a musical composition that employs 

the same theme in several movements. This installation can also pose as a commentary 

 James Perley, “Cyclic Transfer,” (15 November 2015), <https://vimeo.com/111998691>, (30 March 9

2015).
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underlining the sound quality of both radio and web streaming music versus the 

convenience factor of the two types of “wireless” formats.  Cyclic Transfer poses the 

question, “Has the audio integrity of wireless technology improved, or is it more centered 

on accessibility and convenience?”  

My explorations with using FM transmitters segued into composing a solo 

network performance titled CONJURE.   This piece uses some of the same instruments 10

used in RATTLE, such as the Gremlin controllers. However CONJURE examines the 

separation between the physical instrument with the simulated instrument while 

‘conjuring’ spectral and dissonant performances throughout. In this piece, I used the same 

vintage clock radio in Cyclic Transfer only this time as a musical instrument. I began this 

performance by channeling a singing wine glass connected to a contact microphone 

through the FM transmitter. The signal from the clock radio would then be sampled and 

effected through grain-delay programmed in Max, and then controlled with the Ableton 

Push. I would tinker with different buttons and twist various knobs on the radio to 

articulate various gestures and articulate dynamic sonic textures. Toward the conclusion 

of the performance, I was able to produce tones and frequencies that would resonate the 

concert hall, a technique I would reevaluate and practice in future performances. 

III. Reintroducing the Grid

Over the winter break, I started tinkering in my studio and writing pieces just for 

fun. I decided to remove myself from the idea of composing something definitive and 

 James Perley, “CONJURE,” (4 December 2014), <https://soundcloud.com/james-perl/conjure-10

rehearsal-1>, (30 March 2015).
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began writing more organically. I began playing a piano patch I had used in several 

previous pieces, though this time I would use the Ableton Push controller as a musical 

keyboard rather than using a traditional keyboard layout. It was a challenge to learn a 

new way of composing melodies using a grid-like keyboard, yet I was able to use the 

layout in an authentic approach. The Ableton Push controller is laid out on a grid of 64 

buttons (triggers) that allows the performer to move up and down octaves. Each channel 

is selected by a touch pad at the top of the controller, enabling switching between 

composing melodies and triggering other recorded melodies on other channels in the 

composition. This way I am able to record multiple performances through various 

channels all while switching back and forth between calling recorded melodies and 

writing new ones.   

While rehearsing this new found technique, I started writing a new piece utilizing 

multiple samples and patches I had developed in Max and SuperCollider along with 

MIDI notation of piano and staccato viola samples.  The live-processed acoustic 

instrumentation use vocals, breathing, hand clapping and a single resonating string on an 

acoustic guitar. The electronic recordings consist of MIDI information performed with 

sampled instruments of piano, viola, and various sampled recordings of my own. This 

process began to shape a strategic element in the piece, though I was challenged by how I 

would include non-strategic elements in the performance.  

 In between several rehearsals and testing out new ideas, I started to examine what 

the piece represented conceptually. I felt as though the performance was similar to 

navigating a map of some kind, using a grid to locate different areas of the controller to 
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trigger various events. I began mediating on the operation of maps, technology, 

coordinates, and satellite imagery. I recalled a few years ago I had become fascinated 

with the new technology of Apple Maps and also became fixated on its flaws. Apple’s 

visual design supplied distinct stylized three-dimensional imagery that would reveal a 

global grid underneath the satellite images when you would move about a given area. 

However, an interesting glitch effect would occur if navigated on slower internet speeds, 

the application would render three-dimensional grids rather than images of topographies, 

cityscapes and bodies of water. I began recording my screen as I would navigate over 

familiar and unfamiliar territories. I was also curious as to what the captured screenshots 

would reveal if I were to play them in reverse, an effect I often apply to many of my 

audio and video renderings. Using this technique resulted in viewing fully rendered 

territories vanish as they would return to grid-like sculptures. I felt that this was very 

similar to what I was aiming to accomplish with the music performance. When I would 

apply a grid or quantize the musical performance, the improvisations were less fluid and 

resembled more of a strategic structure. In a separate investigation, I started composing 

different improvisations while watching the captured screen recordings in order to 

influence completely new performances utilizing both strategic and non-strategic 

methods. When the visual imagery would disappear into the grid, I began quantizing the 

recorded performances which would develop into other unplanned performances. 
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 My final Signal Flow piece titled VANISH  is a culmination of various 11

investigations which exemplify theories regarding “Non-Strategic Strategies.” The piece 

is divided into three sections. The first section circumvents the grid of conventional 

compositional practices leading to an improvisation of tones and noise that later unite 

with live-processed acoustic instrumentation. In the second section, the absence of the 

grid (improvisations performed without strategy) is exchanged with the presence of the 

grid (quantizing MIDI notation to a particular BPM), resulting in a more musical and 

rhythmic performance. Subsequently, tones, rhythms, and melodies are revealed by 

randomly quantizing layered dissonant performances, building into a more structured 

piece.  The third section is articulated by ‘stopping the clock,’ or in other words, stopping 

the playback of all melodies and quantizations. The performance then decays concluding 

in a crescendo of noise that drops off into silence.  The combination of these sections lead 

to various questions I pose to myself and to the audience. For instance, when the grid is 

introduced in the second section, do the improvisation performances disappear and fade 

into more stylized and familiar performances? What happens when non-strategic 

performances become strategic, what occurs when the machine intervenes, and what 

happens when the I re-intervene?  

 James Perley, “VANISH,” (8 March 2015),  <https://soundcloud.com/james-perl/vanish-live>, (30 March 11

2015)
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Conclusion  

 VANISH is a representation of nearly everything I have practiced and researched 

at Mills and throughout many years of composition. Ultimately, I feel that its creation 

was non-strategic, as if the piece had written itself or had come from a separate entity. 

Perhaps it did. Or perhaps it was something I was subconsciously designing throughout 

my time at Mills. In retrospect, I believe that it represents various complex layers of who 

I am as a composer. If I were to apply “Non-strategic Strategies” in the various ways in 

which I have unpacked my theories as a composer, I would say that strategically I am 

always present, as is the recording device. However, what is captured by the device is 

something often unplanned, more personal and internal, possibly subliminal, and often 

non-strategic. 

 As an artist and composer, I use recordings to study subconscious decisions I have 

made in a performance, and it is the principal method I use to compose.  Other composers 

may depend more on objectively structured tools and methods. What I find to be most 

interesting about documenting subconscious creativity is that it adds an even deeper and 

personal layer to a piece.  It is a practice that is ever-evolving and perhaps will never 

conclude with an irrefutable definition. Some may perceive “Non-Strategic Strategies” as 

a challenging, even diffuse concept or perhaps a alternative way to describe 

improvisation. To me it is much more; it is the idea of having no idea, and therein lies 

something sincere, serendipitous, and beautiful.
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